
 "I’m stressed and just want to pass this class!“
"Does anyone want to get together to work on
x assignment?” 

Some things to look out for are explicit posts
where a student actively asks for answers to an
exam, homework, lab, etc. As well as subtle posts
where someone might be tempted to cheat. 

An example could be a student posting:

It is always best to analyze the situation and use
your resources such as the Policy on Integrity of
Scholarship to determine whether a student may
be violating policy. 

For more information click hereW
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Interrupt
As a moderator, you can set up a bot to point

people to any rules you have established for the
group regarding AI, directly interrupt and ask

why they are thinking of taking a certain action.
and you can close the forum during an exam.

Direct
As a moderator, you can direct them to resources
that will allow them to excel with integrity. This
can be as easy as letting them know they can ask
professors and TA’s for extensions or contact the

Teaching and Learning Commons for tutoring
services.
Engage

You can engage other moderators to assess the
situation with you. You can also ask the AI Office

for help in determining what you should do.
Authorities

You always have the option to anonymously
report to the AIO or reach out if you're thinking of

reporting.
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Are you actively facilitating cheating? If so, you
could be held responsible. 

Facilitating cheating can be seen as someone
creating a subreddit, discord, etc. for the purpose
of cheating. As a mod, in a platform of that sort,
you could be  facilitating cheating.

If you’re not facilitating cheating, but someone in
your group has posted about wanting to cheat or
having cheated, you may not be implicated but it is
always a good idea to use the I.D.E.A model in those
situations.  You could promote academic integrity
and make a difference by helping a peer. 
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AS Advocates

The Academic Integrity Office handles academic integrity
reports and shepherds the process for both students and
faculty. The AIO has a Virtual Front Desk where you can ask
any questions about policy, process or AI in general.

AS Advocates are part of a student-led office to help you understand the
AI process, help with your statement & documentation, appeals, and can
also accompany students to reviews. Book an appointment with an AS
Advocate here and check out our website for more information.
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contact us! 
Academic Integrity Office

You can use the I.D.E.A model 

https://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu/process/policy.html
https://aah.ucsd.edu/content-tutoring/online-tutoring.html
https://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu/take-action/prevent-cheating/excel-with-integrity-bit_students.pdf
https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/476444527
https://asadvocacy.setmore.com/
https://asadvocacy.ucsd.edu/
https://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu/take-action/prevent-cheating/excel-with-integrity-bit_students.pdf
https://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu/take-action/prevent-cheating/excel-with-integrity-bit_students.pdf

